NOTE: POLE NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY!

1. Insert wiring into pole, insert pole cap.

11. Wire pinned to mounting flange.

- Make sure support position corresponds to luminaire voltage as marked on luminaire label.

WARNING: Wiring to be performed by qualified electrician. Wire per National Electrical Code and local codes.

Mounting Warning Information - Risk of Electric Shock

The installation of this luminaire should be performed by a qualified electrician using grounded and polarized cords.

10. Mounting Warning to pole wiring. Use non-slip nuts. Tighten top flange bolt and use additional nuts.

9. Use interference screws with pole mounting bolt in pole. Insert screws into holes.

8. Feed wiring from luminaire to recessed hole in pole through safety gasket.

1. Ensure luminaire is properly aligned, locking into pole and mounting bracket. Check alignment of pole.

1. Remove luminaire from packaging. (4) screws securing bracket to luminaire and set aside.
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